1. Checking the Kit

The FP1117 100V Switching Module is used in a T-Gen 60 or T-Gen 120 Emergency Warning System. It splits the T-Gen2’s 100V speaker output into four 100V speaker circuits, each with its own supervision. If a short circuit fault is detected the 100V Switching Module disconnects that output, allowing the others to continue working. Each output can also be disconnected from the 100V feed, allowing the T-Gen2 to control which outputs receive the audio signal, e.g., for area paging, or zone control.

These instructions cover the fitting and connection of a 100V Switching Module in a T-Gen2 EWS or an MX1 and Simplex 4100ESi fire alarm panel. The details of any necessary changes to the system configuration or other hardware are not covered here.

The FP1117 100V Switching Module includes all the required hardware to mount the module on the gear plate in the T-Gen2 EWS, MX1 or 4100ESi Compact Panel, and cabling to wire the module to a T-Gen 60 or T-Gen 120.

To mount a 100V Switching Module in a Simplex 4100ESi fire panel equipment bay an FP1120 100V module mounting bracket will also be required. It contains installation instructions (LT0670) detailing how two 100V Switching Modules mount on this bracket and how the bracket can be mounted in a Simplex 4100ESi equipment bay.

Before installing a 100V Switching Module, check that all items in the kit are present and undamaged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100V switching Module mounted on bracket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KT0574 SET OF EOL RESISTORS, 100V WARNING LABEL, SLEEVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LM0630 AUDIO LOOM 2.0m (for wiring to a T-Gen 60/120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>734-008 QBUS LOOM 0.6m (for wiring to a T-Gen 60/120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M4 X 10 SCREW (for mounting the module, contained in KT0574)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LT0668 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (these instructions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. General Description

The 100V Switching Module is supplied on a metal bracket that allows it to be mounted on the suitable gear plates and panels using two MX Loop Card M4 mounting holes.
3. Mounting in a 100V Switching Module

Mounting in a T-Gen2 BOWS/EWS
The 15U gear plate used in T-Gen2 BOWS/EWS panels has mounting positions for up to 10 x 100V Switching Modules (or other modules that use similar mounting methods).

Figure 2 shows the positions on the 15U gear plate, note some overlap with other modules that may already be fitted in some panels.

In the 8U BOWS there are 3 suitable positions on the LHS of the gear plate.

Fit one of the M4 screws from the kit in the top fastening point but do not tighten it. Remove the 100V Switching Module from its packaging and hang it on this screw using the "keyhole" mounting hole in the rear of the bracket. Fit the other M4 screw in the bottom fastening point and tighten both screws.

Mounting in a 15U MX1 Cabinet
The 100V Switching Module can be mounted in 6 locations on the 15U MX1 gear plate – see Figure 3 for gear plate locations.

This is the recommended mounting method. Fit one of the M4 screws from the kit in the top fastening point but do not tighten it. Remove the 100V Switching Module from its packaging and hang it on this screw using the "keyhole" mounting hole in the rear of the bracket. Fit the other M4 screw in the bottom fastening point and tighten both screws.
Mounting in an MX1 Slimline Cabinet
This is the recommended method for mounting in an MX1 Slimline cabinet. The 100V Switching Module is directly mounted on the side wall, as shown in Figure 4. This position will not interfere with the zone LED display cards for a rear service system.

Remove the 100V Switching Module from its packaging and fasten it on the front pair of studs using two M3 barrel nuts (FA2016) and washers (WA0005).

NOTE: The M3 barrel nuts and washers are not supplied with this kit.

WARNING: do not over-tighten the barrel nuts, otherwise the studs may snap.

Figure 4 – 100V Switching Module in Slimline MX1 Cabinet

Mounting 100V Switching Module on other MX1 Gear Plates
The 100V Switching Module can be mounted on other MX1 gear plates where there are two M4 holes at 150mm vertical centres available. The mounting method is the same as the 15U gear plate.

Mounting 100V Switching Modules flat on MX1 Gear Plates
The 100V Switching Modules can be mounted flat on the various MX1 gear plates where there are four Ø4.8 holes at 90mm square centres available. This is not the recommended method as it makes access to the module address switch difficult.

Fit four plastic PCB stand-offs (HW0052) in the Ø4.8 holes of the chosen position. Remove the 100V Switching Module from its ESD protection. Undo the two screws and release the two plastic clips holding the 100V Switching Board to the bracket.

Place the 100V Switching Board carefully on the four standoffs on the gear plate and press it home. Earth the 100V Switching Board to the gear plate using a suitable loom from connector J16.

Mounting in a 8U MX1 Cabinet
The 100V Switching Module can be mounted on other MX1 gear plates where there are two M4 holes at 150mm vertical centres available. The mounting method is the same as the 15U gear plate.

Mounting in a 15U 4100ESi Panel and Expansion Cabinet
One 100V Switching Module can be mounted on a 15U 4100ESi gear plate, at the bottom RH corner to the right of the LPS, where there are two M4 holes at 150mm vertical centres available. The mounting method is the same as the 15U gear plate.

Mounting in 28U/40U 4100ESi Cabinets
Two 100V Switching Modules can be mounted on an FP1120 bracket in a 4100ESi PDI backplane along with 2 T-Gen2 and an APS or 14A PSE. Refer to LT0670 for mounting instructions.
4. Wiring a 100V Switching Module

The wiring of the 100V Switching Module will depend on the grade of the T-Gen2 system and the audio arrangement assigned in SmartConfig.

Basically, there are three arrangements – depending on the number of simultaneous audio channels that need to be supported – 1, 2 or 3.

For all arrangements:

- The 100V Switching Module QBus Connector (J1) must be connected to the QBus connector of the Master T-Gen2 (J32) using the 4-way 734-008 cable. Either directly or via the QBus In/out connectors of another QBus Module (e.g., J2 of another 100V Switching Module).

- The 100V output of the driving T-Gen2 must be connected to IN A/B (J6/J8) of the 100V Switching Module – either directly or via the OUT A/B connection (J7/J9) of another 100V Switching Module in the same audio chain. Maintain the polarity of the 100V wiring through all the modules. This cable carries 100V audio, so needs to use cable rated for 100V (e.g., double insulated) and all terminations need to be arranged so the bare wires cannot be touched. A 2m length of suitable cable is included with the Switching Module.

- The 56K EOL is fitted to the OUT A/B connectors (J7, J9) of the last 100V Switching Module in the chain. This must be sleeved and terminated so that the leads and resistor cannot be touched.

The connection from the driving T-Gen2 to the specific 100V audio inputs needs to match that assigned in the SmartConfig configuration:

- T-Gen2 Audio Ch A – connect to IN A
- T-Gen2 Audio Ch B – connect to IN B
- T-Gen2 Audio Ch C – connect to IN B of the second (Address + 1) 100V Switching Module

Triple Audio Channel Installation

The 100V outputs of two Switching Modules are wired in parallel to provide 4 outputs with 3 x 100V Audio inputs. Connect OUT 1 of the first parallel Switching Module to OUT 1 of the second Switching Module (Address+1) to form a pair. Ensure the polarity of the OUT signals is wired positive to positive, negative to negative for each individual pair. Repeat for OUT 2-4.

The 100V audio output of the T-Gen2 configured as Audio Mapping = A is wired to IN A of the first (parallel) Switching Module.

The 100V audio output of the T-Gen2 configured as Audio Mapping = B is wired to 100V IN B of the first (parallel) Switching Module.

The 100V audio output of the T-Gen2 configured as Audio Mapping = C is wired to 100V IN B of the coupled Address+1 Switching Module. IN A, OUT A of this Switching Module must remain unconnected.

Daisy chain the 3 x 100V Audio Signals from OUT A, OUT B of the first (parallel) Switching Module and OUT B of the Address +1 module on to the IN A, IN B and IN B of the next pair of Switching Modules that are on the same audio chain. Observe polarity.

Fit insulated 56K EOL to OUT A, OUT B, and OUT B of the last Switching Modules in each chain.

Drawing 1982-71 Sheets 134, 137 and 138 show these arrangements.

5. 100V Speaker Wiring

The 100V Switching Module provides 4 separate 100V speaker outputs, each rated at 100W, up to a total of 120W (or the rating of the T-Gen2 that feeds the 100V Switching Module if lower).

The 100V speaker wiring is defined as LV circuits and is subject to the Australian Standard AS/ACIF S009:2013.

Ensure that 100V speaker cabling is appropriately separated and insulated from LV mains power wiring, ELV cabling and other customer cabling such as fire detection and control circuits. 100V speaker wiring is required to be double insulated.

Note: A 100V warning label is provided which should be placed near to the 100V Out terminals.

The 100V Switching Module has 100V line supervision, and therefore requires a DC-decoupling capacitor in series with each speaker transformer. The capacitors must be bipolar, always placed in series with the transformer primary, and have a value of about 1 - 5uF per Watt of the speaker's load (see below).
Many 100V loud speakers used for a fire alarm/evacuation system come with a suitable capacitor built in. It is possible to use a higher value capacitor on each speaker, however if there are a large number of speakers on the line then the 100V Switching Module may indicate a fault on power up. This will clear after a few minutes, once the supervision voltage on the line has stabilised. The capacitor’s voltage rating must be at least 10V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker Load</th>
<th>0.33W - 0.5W</th>
<th>1W - 5W</th>
<th>10W - 20W</th>
<th>40W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td>1uF</td>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>47uF</td>
<td>100uF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a single line of loudspeakers a 56k resistor ELD is required to be placed at the end of the line. If wiring in two branches, then two 100k ELDs are used, one on each branch. See Figure 5 for wiring details.

Any unused outputs do not require an EOL resistor, if the T-Gen2 configuration has supervision disabled for the output. If supervision is enabled, first sleeve the EOL resistor and then fit the resistor to the screw terminals so that the resistor and leads cannot be touched.

![100V Switching Module Diagram](image)

**Figure 5 100V Speaker Line Wiring**

6. **100V Switching Module Configuration**

The QBUS address for the 100V Switching Module needs to be set to match the address programmed into the T-Gen 60/120 configuration. This will be a number 1-10. The second module of a parallel pair needs to be at an address 1 higher than the first module.

In general Lk1 should be not fitted.

7. **Power On**

The T-Gen2 should be powered up with its required configuration. Check the POWER/LINK LED on each 100V Switching Module is blinking and no faults are present on the Switching Module. Refer to Section 9 for the LED indications, or to the T-Gen2 OLED for fault details. Fix any faults that are present.

8. **Commissioning, Testing & Maintenance**

The suggested steps for commissioning a 100V Switching Module in a T-Gen2 system are as follows:

- Configure the 100V Switching Module and other modules required, using these and the other module installation and configuration instructions. Check the wiring is correct.

- Measure the 100V speaker line load impedance on each of the four outputs using a suitable meter. Check each is below 100W and the sum of all 4 is less than 120W and the rating of the T-Gen2 that is driving the 100V Switching Module.

- Power up using Mains only and check the operation.

- Correct any fault conditions identified.

- Test each paging/zone function (alert, evacuate, speech) and non-emergency functions (BGM, paging) can be heard in the required zones / areas.
The T-Gen2 Test Tone can be used to check speaker operation at a low sound level.

When measuring the sound levels in the various areas, record the sound level of the test tone at a particular level so this can be used in the yearly tests for AS 1851 Items 3.9 and 3.10.

For service and maintenance use the T-Gen2 OLED buttons and display to show the details of any fault conditions. The History menu can be used to see transient faults.

9. Status LEDs

The 100V Switching Module has 2 status LEDs for fault diagnostics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Name</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| POWER/LINK     | Green  | OFF – no power applied
              |        | Flashing – 100V Switching Module is operating correctly and being polled by the T-Gen2.
              |        | ON – 100V Switching Module is not being polled by the T-Gen2. Check cabling, address assignment, T-Gen2 configuration. |
| FAULT          | Yellow | OFF – no fault present.
              |        | Flashing – fault present
              |        | When a Fault is present the FAULT LED shows a sequence of 13 flashes followed by a pause, with each flash short (250msec) if that fault is not present and long (750msec) if that fault is present. 
              |        | The system faults are indicated in this order:
              |        | 1. OUT1 100V output has a short circuit fault – the output is isolated from the T-Gen2.
              |        | 2. OUT2 100V output has a short circuit fault – the output is isolated from the T-Gen2.
              |        | 3. OUT3 100V output has a short circuit fault – the output is isolated from the T-Gen2.
              |        | 4. OUT4 100V output has a short circuit fault – the output is isolated from the T-Gen2.
              |        | 5. OUT1 100V output has an open circuit or undefined fault – the output is still connected to the T-Gen2.
              |        | 6. OUT2 100V output has an open circuit or undefined fault – the output is still connected to the T-Gen2.
              |        | 7. OUT3 100V output has an open circuit or undefined fault – the output is still connected to the T-Gen2.
              |        | 8. OUT4 100V output has an open circuit or undefined fault – the output is still connected to the T-Gen2.
              |        | 9. Not communicating with the T-Gen2. Check the T-Gen2 connection, configuration selected, address setting in T-Gen2 configuration, and Address Rotary switch setting on the 100V Switching Module. Will occur when the T-Gen2 is in programming mode (i.e., PC USB connection active).
              |        | 10. Invalid Address (Not 0…9). Try rotating the address rotary switch and then back to the desired address. If cannot be fixed, replace the 100V Switching Module.
              |        | 11. Firmware CRC Incorrect. Replace the 100V Switching Module.
              |        | 13. Unexpected restart occurred. Something happened to cause the 100V Switching Module microprocessor to restart. Clears once status sent to T-Gen2. If does not clear, even after power down/up, replace the 100V Switching Module. |
10. 100V Switching Module Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements</td>
<td>19.2V – 28.8Vdc, 10mA typ @ 24V, 43mA max (all 4 outputs in short circuit fault)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature Range</td>
<td>-5°C to +45°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity Range</td>
<td>10% to 93% RH non-condensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100V Outputs</td>
<td>Each output 100W max, all 4 &lt; 120W (or rating of T-Gen2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each output 56k EOL (1 branch) or 2 x 100k (2 branches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100V Speaker Cable</td>
<td>Maximum capacitance (summed for all outputs) 200nF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Supplemental Terms and Licensed Software

The 100V Switching Module contains Licensed Software.

These Supplemental Terms ("Supplemental Terms") are in addition to any Terms and Conditions of Sale ("Agreement") entered into between the End-user ("You") of the 100V Switching Module ("Product") and Johnson Controls ("Johnson Controls") regarding your purchase of the Product and use of the Licensed Software (as defined below). To the extent of any conflict between the terms of the Agreement and any Supplemental Terms, the Supplemental Terms will apply. Your acceptance of the Product will constitute acceptance of these Supplemental Terms.

Title and Copyright. It is hereby understood and agreed that as between Johnson Controls and You, all information and intellectual property relating to the Product and Licensed Software including but not limited to patents, designs, drawings, instruction booklets, specifications, circuit drawings, componentry, trade secrets, trade marks and copyright in such information and intellectual property, and all right, title and interest therein, are the sole property of or licensed by Johnson Controls and You shall gain no right, title or interest in such information whatsoever. You do not acquire any rights to the Products except for the sole purpose for which the Product was supplied to You.

Licensed Software. The Product may contain incorporation of “Open Source” and other Third Party Software (“Licensed Software”). You must not, and must not permit any person reasonably within your control nor procure any person to reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Licensed Software, and any attempt to do so shall be a breach of these Supplemental Terms and the Agreement except and only to the extent that such activity may be expressly permitted, notwithstanding this limitation, either by applicable law or, in the case of open source software, the applicable open source licence. You must not make any changes or modifications to any portion of the Licensed Software, or create any derivative works, without the written permission of an officer of Johnson Controls except as provided with respect to “open source” software. Any reverse engineering shall be at Your sole risk and Johnson Controls accepts no liability for any loss or damage howsoever incurred by You or any third party as a result of or arising out of any modifications made or any reverse engineering.

Portions of the Licensed Software may be subject to certain third party licence agreements governing the use, copying, modification, redistribution and warranty of those portions of the Licensed Software, including what is commonly known as "open source" software. Such portions of the Licensed Software are governed solely by the terms of such other licence, and no warranty is provided under the Agreement for open source software. By using the Licensed Software You are also agreeing to be bound to the terms of such third party licences. If provided for in the applicable third party licence, You may have a right to reverse engineer such software or receive source code for such software for use and distribution in any program that You create, so long as You in turn agree to be bound to the terms of the applicable third party licence, and Your programs are distributed under the terms of that licence. If applicable, a copy of such source code may be obtained by contacting your Johnson Controls representative.

Limitation of Liability. You acknowledge and agree that, to the extent permitted by law, Johnson Controls has no liability in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), by statute or otherwise for loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) of profits, opportunity, revenue, goodwill, bargain, production, contracts, business or anticipated savings, corruption or destruction of data or for any indirect, special or consequential loss or damage whatsoever except to the extent that such losses are caused by or contributed to by Johnson Controls' Wilful Misconduct or fraud, where “Wilful Misconduct” means any wilful or intentional breach, act or omission done by Johnson Controls with the intent to cause You material harm or where Johnson Controls was aware that material harm would result from such wilful or intentional breach, act or omission. Johnson Control's total liability under any contract and the Agreement shall not exceed the total dollar amount of the Products purchased by You from Johnson Controls.

Additional Copyright Notices

Refer to the T-Gen2 Licences.txt file contained on the T-Gen2 USB drive when it is plugged into the PC for the purposes of updating the T-Gen2 configuration.

; Copyright © 2017, Microchip Technology Inc. and its subsidiaries ("Microchip")
; All rights reserved.
; This software is developed by Microchip Technology Inc. and its subsidiaries ("Microchip").
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Microchip's name may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY MICROCHIP "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROCHIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
T-GEN2 TRIPLE 100V SWITCHING MODULE WIRING DIAGRAM

1. Wiring connected to the 100V outputs must be rated for
   mains voltage. It must be double insulated from where it
   leaves the cabinet, and double isolation is recommended
   inside the cabinet also.
2. The order of lines interconnected is not important.
3. 100V outputs of two switching modules are wired in parallel
   to provide 4 outputs with 3 x 100V audio inputs connected out
   14 to OUT 14, OUT 1 to OUT 14, etc.
4. 2nd module is connected with address 4 at front module.
5. The 100V output of T-GEN2 connected at audio mapping = A
   is wired to OUT 100 in B of parallel switching module.
6. The 100V output of T-GEN2 connected at audio mapping = B
   is wired to OUT 100 in B of parallel switching module.
7. The 100V output of T-GEN2 connected at audio mapping = C
   is wired to OUT 100 in B of address 4 switching module.
8. The 100V outputs of two channels, front & back, OUT 14 to OUT 14,
   OUT 2 to OUT 2, etc. at 100V outputs of last switching modules in chain, maintain
   polarity of 100V wiring across modules.
9. T-GEN2 modules connected together using 4-pin wires, OUT
   4 to OUT 4.
10. Switching module address setting to match configuration in
    schematic.
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